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Previous work carried out under the Canadian Safeguards Support Program, has shown that
thermal imagery from the American Landsat satellites could be used to detect the cooling water
discharges, and could therefore be used to verify the operational status of nuclear facilities. In
some images, thermal plumes could be easily detected in single band imagery with no
mathematical manipulation and little image enhancement because there was a very strong thermal
contrast between the effluent and the receiving water. However, for certain situations such as
discharges into well mixed conditions (cold water and violent tides) the thermal plume may be
more subtle. We show here that the visible bands of Landsat and IKONOS images often contain
additional information, and that the thermal signature of a discharge from a nuclear facility is not
the only signal available to describe its operation.

This paper introduces some important hydrological phenomena that govern the biological and
physical organization of water bodies, and discusses some basic concepts of marine and aquatic
optics that are relevant to the safeguards problem. Using image analysis techniques that have
been used widely in ocean optics work and in applications in the mapping and monitoring of
water quality, we have re-analyzed data that were obtained under a joint project between various
Canadian government departments. We present a preliminary examination of imagery from both
satellite multispectral and aircraft hyperspectral sensors, and discuss methods to extract
information that could be useful in the detection and verification of declared or undeclared
nuclear activities. In one example of an IKONOS image of the Canadian Bruce Nuclear
Generating Facility, simple enhancement techniques failed to find any plume other than a small
jet visible in the surface wave field. With knowledge of limnology, oceanography and aquatic
optics, we have been able to separate and remove the surface reflection, and detect a large plume
of slightly less turbid water emanating from the facility.

Results from other examples, if available in time for the symposium, along with
recommendations for additional work that could have potential applications for international
safeguards are also presented.
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Left: A natural color image of the Bruce Nuclear Generating Facility, acquired by IKONOS on
November 11, 1999. The yellow circles indicate the position of discharge points There is a
small surface effect at Bruce B and hints of a plume but it is difficult to see. The pattern of the
waves visible in the original data shows clearly that the wind is blowing from the north.

Right: The same image after removing the sun. glint of the surface waves, and enhancement A
large plume is seen flowing south of Bruce B and curling into the small bays. The slightly less
turbid water along the coast between A and B maybe a smaller plume originating at Bruce A
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